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SAM tools has different features, e.g. SNP detection,
SNP removal, SNP filtering. For SNP detection,
SAMtools requires users to provide the sequencing depth
for each sample in a BAM file and a snp_file is required
to save the preliminary results. To detect single
nucleotide variations (SNV) in a specific region of
genome, snp_file needs to be filtered for SNV sites and a
table needs to be created. Major functions 1. Check for
SNP Required for SNP detection 1.1. Check for SNP by
comparing the same position in two different bam files
Optional 1.2. Check for SNP by comparing the same
position in the same bam file but with different read
depths Required if SNP removal is on 1.3. The first list
of results is the original sequences in the two different
bam files, the second list is the changed sequences after
SNP detection 2. SNP removal Required if SNP removal
is on 2.1. SNP remove from a bam file Required if SNP
removal is on 2.2. SNP remove from all bam files
Required if SNP removal is on 2.3. SNP remove from
each read depth Optional 2.4. Perform SNP removal
with filtering Optional 2.5. Perform SNP removal with
applying function Optional 2.6. SNP removing for multi2 / 11

region Optional 3. SNP filtering Required if SNP
filtering is on 3.1. SNP filtering by region Optional 3.2.
SNP filtering by depth Optional 3.3. SNP filtering by
position Optional 4. SNP filter by depth and region
Required if SNP filtering by depth and region is on 4.1.
SNP filtering by region and depth Required if SNP
filtering by depth and region is on 4.2. SNP filtering by
region and read depth Required if SNP filtering by
region and read depth is on 5. SNP filtering by position,
region, depth, read, deletion and insertion Required if
SNP filtering by position, region, depth, read, deletion
and insertion is on 5.1. SNP filtering by position, region
and depth Required if SNP filtering by position, region
and depth is on 5.2. SNP filtering
SAM Tools

SAMtools is a set of command line tools for working
with SAM/BAM format files. It can sort, index, merge,
convert, and display them. It contains a variety of
SAM/BAM to UNIX utilities for parsing, querying,
searching, aligning and manipulating BAM files. It can
take as input alignment file in BAM/CAT format and
can accept as input as well as read SAM formatted files.
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SAMtools-1.2.1: SAMtools-1.2.1 is a command line
suite for manipulating SAM/BAM files. The following
command line utilities are included in the package.
samtools sort sort BAM/SAM alignment file, sorts in
descending order. Alignment file is sorted by the given
column number or by the identifier of the columns. This
command sorts multiple alignments into one file.
samtools view view BAM/SAM alignment file, displays
the alignment given by the first line. The first line of the
alignment file is provided as input. samtools index index
BAM/SAM alignment file, outputs index of the given
file. This command outputs index data in binary and text
formats. samtools mkcontig mkcontig reads each line of
index and if a line begins with 2 (ASCII 02) we add this
line to output file as a new contig, this can be done at a
time as desired. samtools merge merge two or more
BAM/SAM files. This tool combines two or more files
in such a way that no information is lost and the result is
an identical file. Merging may be performed on multiple
input BAM/SAM files or on an input BAM/SAM file
and a reference BAM/SAM file. samtools mpileup
mpileup is a method of doing pairwise comparisons
among samples of multiple SNPs or a SNP and a
reference genome. samtools mpileup -t -C -t: Parses and
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stores only SNPs (columns of S and P) -C: Outputs
summary statistics such as number of SNPs called, total
coverage (percentage), and coverage information.
samtools sort sort BAM/SAM alignment file, sorts in
descending order. Alignment file is sorted by the given
column number or by the identifier of the columns. This
command sorts multiple 77a5ca646e
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SAM Tools is a collection of software programs for
reading, writing, manipulating and searching SAM files.
SAM tools can be used for, among other things:
Generating high quality alignments from primary DNA
sequences Applying quality-based filters (e.g. requiring a
minimum phred-scaled quality score, or a minimum
consensus length) Extracting high quality alignments
from primary and secondary sequences Reducing the
size of alignments Evaluating existing alignments for
accuracy Converting between SAM and BED files
Extracting a part of an alignment and converting it to a
tab delimited file It can also be used to query the data
with external data sources. SAMtools is freely available
under the GNU GPL. The conversion of SAM to BED is
performed using SAMtools map in the SAMtools suite.
SAMtools can align two or more DNA sequences (or any
sequence with a circular permutation). SAMtools offers
several alignment algorithms: pairwise alignment local
pairwise alignment local multiple alignment global
multiple alignment multiple global alignment By default,
SAMtools calculates the alignment using its heuristic or
alignment algorithm. The calculation of the alignment is
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very time-consuming. However, the user can set the
alignment parameters. The most powerful feature of
SAMtools is the SAM format. This format was first
developed by the group of David Rocke in 1988. It is
defined in ISO/IEC 17025:2000 standard. SAM was the
first alignment format that gives to the user the
opportunity to choose which alignment algorithm to use.
This is also referred to as the user-defined alignment
algorithm. The following table shows the alignment
algorithm along with the specification of this feature.
SAM format The SAM format is the input format for
SAMtools and a few other software packages. The SAM
format is described in ISO/IEC 17025:2000 standard. A
SAM file is always organized in the following way.
There are four files: The first one is the header file
(aln_header). The second one is the sequence file
(aln_seq). The third one is the quality file (aln_qual).
The fourth one is the base calls file (aln_bc). SAM
header file (aln_header) The SAM header file contains
information about the alignment and the sequencing
experiments. The header is divided into the following
fields: The format is defined as
What's New In SAM Tools?
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SAM tools, a set of command-line applications, were
developed to allow researchers to manipulate large
alignments in the SAM format. The SAM format has
been in development since 1992 and is adopted by
several alignment tools such as BWA and Bowtie. This
has caused difficulties in developing a robust set of tools
to manipulate SAM alignments. The tools have since
been used to generate several large alignments. In
addition to alignment manipulation, SAM tools can be
used to inspect, filter, and convert large alignment data
sets. SAMtools is the Unix variant of SAMtools. Using
SAMtools to Manipulate large alignments: Applications
provided in the SAMtools package perform many tasks
in manipulating large alignments. The tools are very
efficient for manipulating large alignments, particularly
when working with large data sets. For instance, bowtie
is a very popular aligner, and a single alignment can
require many gigabytes of storage. Even a small
alignment can require several gigabytes of storage space.
Because of the large storage requirement, bowtie should
be run on a cluster of computers. SAMtools allows users
to manipulate large alignments from the command line.
The following are several applications provided in the
SAMtools package. What SAMtools does? The
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applications provided in the SAMtools package work
with the SAM format. This is a format designed to store
alignments in a compact and portable manner. The
package contains the following applications: Fetch-mark
all and mark from file: By using these commands, users
can fetch the alignment from a file and then mark it with
one or more locations. Filter alignments: The following
filter command will filter the data so that no alignment
contains a particular base at a particular location: Filter
out alignments that have a base less than a certain
threshold: This command will filter out alignments that
contain a base with a low frequency. Filter out
alignments that have a specific string at a specific
location: In this command, alignments that contain a
specific string at a specific location will be filtered out.
Filter out alignments that have a specific substring at a
specific location: In this command, alignments that
contain a specific string at a specific location will be
filtered out. Change the strand of the alignment: This
command will re-order the alignment so that the
nucleotides on the positive strand are aligned to the right.
Insert a nucleotide into the alignment: This command
will insert a nucleotide at a specific location in the
alignment. Delete a nucleotide from the alignment: This
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command will remove a nucleotide at a specific location
in the alignment. Merge an alignment with another
alignment: This command will join two or more
alignments to produce a new alignment. Indent the
alignment:
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System Requirements:

Mac: Required Hard Drive Space: 3.5 GB Windows:
Minimum OS: Windows XP/Vista Minimum CPU: Dual
Core or more Screen Resolution: 1024x768 Processor:
3GHz or more Sound Card: DirectX Compatible
DirectX: 8.0 or above DirectX Video Card: NVIDIA
GeForce 8600/AMD Radeon 5xxx series and above
System RAM: 1GB or more Video RAM: 512MB
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